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About This Game

Will you escape in time?

A-Escape is an escape room game built from the ground up for VR. Working in collaboration with a real-world escape room
business, A-Escape brings the complex puzzles and immersive environments of escape rooms to your living room.

Features:

Dark and foreboding rooms designed by a real-world escape room business

Challenging puzzles designed to push your escape room skills to the limit

Unique interactions that fully utilize the HTC Vive wand controllers

A compelling soundtrack by Connor O.R.T. Linning
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very scary and funny game, nice to play with friends. DO NOT BUY. Do not support terrible publishers out for a cash grab.
This is simply a ScummVM release, which would be fine if they used a version that eliminates bugs (the newer version of
ScummVM plays this without the mouse jumping cursor issues). This clearly wasn't even tested, nor did they take the extra day
to add in Steam cards and emotes, achievements, art, music, wallpaper, etc. Fans waited since Steam or GOG launched for this
game to arrive on one of the two platforms and when it finally becomes exclusive to Steam, we get a simple emulator with
nothing extra. The actual fix for this game is to update the emulator. At that point, you might as well just download the game for
free yourself elsewhere. Junk and the publisher should give the rights to this game up, as they don't deserve it.. This monster has
an essential ability that is bugged and will crash the game. Do NOT purchase this DLC. They've abandoned the game and will
never fix this problem. The problem has existed, sitting on their bug forum, for 6 months now and has neither been addressed or
resolved.. this was the first game i bought on steam, and still play the game regularly, great side scroller and a great little game
100% would recomend to people looking for a cheap and cheerful game. One of those games RPG world in which really wants
to play. Millennium - A New Hope has it all: interesting characters, dialogues, interesting locations and amazing soundtrack,
which is rare in most games of this genre. Immerse yourself in the world of adventure!
Thanks Aldorlea Games for this product.
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Don't know why people are rating this game poorly. Runs great and has almost the exact same mechanics as monopoly with a
few additions. Worth the $5.. Love it so far! Graphics are very nice, controls are easy to use and change to your liking, I love the
realism of taking care of yourself such as: hydration, energy, bladder, hygiene, nutrition. You can unlock different apartments as
you make more money, plenty of activities and choices to make w\/NPC's in the game. For this price I would grab it while its on
sale, great game so far, good job Devs :). By far the best hidden object game I've ever played. It was like playing a movie. The
story was really well developed, unlike most other games like this, which don't really focus too hard on giving a really good story
most of the time. The ending was well done too- it tied everything together, and wasn't insanely abrupt like others that I have
seen. Yeah lol I don't know- I obviously really enjoyed it, so I would fully recommend. really fun ♥
update: if you have rage issue, don't play this lolz. As for me, one of the best games of the series "Man of War" (if not the best).
If you are familiar with at least one game from this series and if you like it, then this one definitely likes. It is worth buying, if
not by full price, then at a discount, for sure.///
Как по мне одна из (если не самая лучшая) лучших игр серии "В тылу врага". Если знакомы хотя бы с одной игрой из
этой серии и если она вам более менее понравилась, то эта и определенно понравиться. Стоит покупки, если не так, то
по скидке уж точно.///. chalenging, I like it. There is not much to do in this game, just run around in circles hoping you will
find an enemy and when you finally do you♥♥♥♥♥♥yourself because you forgot to turn the volume down, then your
neighbours complain about being worried about the "ALLAHU AKBAR"s comming from inside your house. You find around 5
life crystals in one room on level one (who even goes down more than 20% on level 1???) and then you cant find a single one
for the next x hours.
Still this is a fun game if you really have too much time on your hands and if you wanna annoy your neighbours with the
constant yelling of the Jihadies.
A few things you may wanna consider if you want to make this better though:
-make lollies look like lollies (ik this is retro but pls)
-add different enemies
-vary enemy moving patterns
-add a mini-map showing where you have been
-put crystals where they are actually needed
-hide the mangled, hanged, cut dead boddies found somewere (cant remember where) in the game a bit better, you never know
if a little kid wont play this game.... Looks like it could be a fun little game. The problem is, whenever you make a shot you are
flung out with the cannon ball. This is very unsettling. I could only play for a very short while before becoming dizzy. I strongly
suggest making that feature optional. Maybe have a little screeen in the launch area that you can view to shot from or have a
playback.
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